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WA~r R NUCLEAR PLANT NIJTS 1KD2

REPORTABLE DEFICIENCY

UNEXPECTED CONDITIONS ENCOuN=TErPED ]D1JRIiG EXCAVATION

OF THE INTAKE C-YANNEL

FINAL REPORT

Description of the Deficiency '

Tnhe original soils exploration program in the intake channel area defined
the general soil profile as a 15-foot layer of lean clay material from
elevation 695 to 680, a 15-foot layer of silty sand from elevation 680
to 665, and a 15-foot layer of firm basal gravel from elevation.665 to
650 (top of rock). The layer of silty sand was judged to have a potential
for liquefaction during a seismic event, and therefore the design of the
intake channel involved removal of this material down to top of firm gravel
(elevation 665). A typical cross section of the intake channel with the
profile discussed above is shown in figure 1.

During the excavation of the channel, unexpected soil conditions were
encountered in the layer of firm gravel. Therefore, test trenches and pits
were excavated into the firm gravel to better define the soil conditions.
On the upstream side of the ch~annel, conditions were as expected except.
.from the pumping station to about halfway to the river, top, of rock was
determined to be at about elevation 663. Therefore, excavation in this
area was made to top of rock, and about 18 inches of granular fill com-
pacted to 85-percent maximum relative density was placed to provide a dry

*working base for placement of the compacted fill. The strength character-
istics of the granular fill are better than the basal gravel and the
compacted earthfill, and no additional design and analysis was required.

On the do.nstream side of the channel, layers of sand and one layer of
clay were found to exist in the firm gravel. From the pumping station to
about halfway to the river, top of rock was found to be at about elevation
656. It was decided to excavate down to rock in this area and place the
layer of granular fill (if needed to obtain a dry base) and then compacted
earth.fill as originally planned. Additional stability analyses have been
made to verify the limits of excavation. In the remainder of the downstream
side, difficulties were encountered in excavating the trenches and test pits
to toD of rock due to the water table.

S&enples of the sand and clay material in this area were collected by TVA's
Sing!eton M-aterials Laboratory for evaluation. Preliminary examination of
the sandy material by the soils laboratory and comparison of its character-
istics with the empirical rules concerning evaluation of liqUefacti6h& 6tentia.i.
outlined in section 2.5.4.8 of the Watts Bar FSAR indicated a possibility for
liquefaction during a seismic event.
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Accordinýgly) a programn of additional soils borings was formiulated to
deternline the latera d vertical extent of the san ad clay layers and
to better define top 0. rocLk. Figure 2 is a plan vviu, of the charneil which
sho-,qs the locatiorts of the additional soils borings. The exploration pro-
gram determined that the lowYest bedrock elevation occurred near the mouth
of the channel at elevation 650. In addition, a programLm of cyclic testing
of the sandy ipaterial and static testing of the& clay material, under R con-
ditions in both cases, was instituted. The results of the exploration and
testing program were evaluated to determine the need for additional analysis.
These results indicated a probable liquefaction of the sand layer during a
seismic event. In addition, the strength properties of the clay layer were
too low to stabilize overlying slopes. Additional analyses have been made
to determine new limits of excavation to top of rock for the downstrean
side of the channel extending from the reservoir to approximately halfway
to the pumping station.

Additional Analyses

As outlined above, additional stability analyses were made for those portions
of the downstream side of the ch-annel with bedrock elevations ranging from
656 (approximately halfway to the re'servoir) to 650 at the reserv-oir end of
the channel. The analyses assumed that the excavated material would be
compacted and placed as fill in the same manner as that used in other areas
of the intake channel. The strength properties of the remolded material
are 0=150 and c=1200 psf, the same values used in the original analysis, as
determined by tests on the remolded soil. The liquefiable material adjoin-
ing the remolded slopes is assumed to have no strength. Section 2.5.5
(Stability of Slopes) of the Watts Bar FSAR, the most critical design case
for the intake channel is for sudden drawdo;an plus the occurrence of an
SSE. The minimum factor of safety for thiscase is 1.0.

Aaaiysi of Saf--ty lmloicatlon3

Coolijng water for both normal operatin, and safe shutdo.;a condiftion
comes from the ERCP&, intake pumping station -hica. comm unicates with the
rIwfr through the intak. channel. If the site experienced a severe
seismic event, earth slippage might occur, with the. most probable
result being a partial blockage of the intake. channel. The plant
could have been brouight to a safe shutJom condition and could have
been maintained thlere indefinitely. In the unlikely event of a
complete blockage of the intake channel isolating the ERU:l pumiping
station from the river, the plant could be maintained in a safe
condition for a limited time; but eventual loss of E-PCt7 woutld have
resulted in loss of the emergency diesel generator and core cooling
capability. During this lImnited period the plant staff could take
action to restore the source of water or take other action (such as
elimination of nonessential load3) to eC:tend the cooling capability.
If these measures failed and core cooling was lost, the health and
safety of the public could be endangered.

Corrective Action Takea

For bedrock elevation from 660 to 656 the limits of excavation will be as
shown in figure 3. The factor of safety for a wedge failure along a plane

at 6 5 6 is 1.12. The slope is therefore stable against failure by sliding.



I guc .. 4 shows theý limits of eXca.vation for a section wit.lh a bedroac le-,a-
tion of 650. Th.Oc. factoýr of safeLy for a WCedgeC failure along a plane at:
elevation 650 is 1.0. Thais factor of safety io considered adequate sic-Lce
it. was compatcd with the use of extremely corts ,rvative assm-,ipLio'n-.o As
shor.- on figure 4, the factor of saetI •,as conp tCtUd assming that the
entire zo'ne of sandy material erndi.rur from elevation 680 to 650 liq :cfies
completely during a seismic event. This is- a very conservative assmnption.

.urthermorýe-, the assu-mption has been made that no shetr strength exists
aloncg the failure plane w.Jhere it passes through the sandy zone; again, this
is a very conservatiVe assumption. Even a small amount of shear strength, in
the liquefiable zone along the failure plane would ma'-- the-•afety factor
greater than 1.0.

A dilke was constructed at the reservoir end of the intake channel and left
in place so tha t excavation and replacement could be accomplished in the
dry. When the dike is removed to complete the mouth of the channel, the
side slop-s will be constructed of rockfill placed underwater. The
strength of the rockfili is 0=.50 c=0. an the upstream side. of the mouth
of the intake channel the firm gravel layer will be left in place and rock-
fill placed on top of it from elevation 665 to 695. On the downstrea m. side
the rockfill will be placed on bedrock down to elevation 650.

Figure 5 shows a typical cross section of the roclzfill slopes on the upstreaem
side of the channel. 'The factor of safety against sliding along a plane at
elevation 665 is 1.5.

The downstream side of the channel with rockfill placed on a bedrock eleva-
tion of 650 is sho-wn, in figure 6. ýhe factor of safety for a wedge failure
at 650 is 1.30> and the, slope is therefore stable.

Su Im=,r

The effect of these unexoected soil conditions on the stability of the inLak e
channel side slopes has been determined through additional analyses. -Limits
of excavation of sufficient extent to ensure slope .sability have been com-
puted and tran.smitted to IVA construction forces, Construction is underw.,,ay
at the plant site using these revised limits of excavation. Appropriate
sections of the W¢atts Bar PSAR will be revised to incorporate the material
presented in this report.
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1!I FIGURE 5 intake Channel - Lateral Excavation and Replacement
Upstream reservoir end with rockfill placed at 66 5


